Carter talon 150 wiring diagram

Quick Links. Owner's Manual. This vehicle is designed and manufactured for o -road use only.
Page 2 GSR R 2 Limited Warranty The warranty policy applies to those new units that are
unloaded from its shipping container, setup, and delivered to, or by, an authorized dealer, and
under normal use and service, is found to have defects in parts or workmanship under the
following terms and conditions. We hope you will enjoy your new kart. Before you start to
operate your kart, please read through this Owner's Manual carefully as it contains important
safety and maintenance information. To help you make informed decisions about safety, we
have provided operating procedures and other information on labels and in this manual. This
information alerts you of the potential hazards that could hurt you or others. Providing you take
responsibility for your own safety and understand the challenges you can meet while driving.
There is much that you can do to protect yourself while operating your kart. Never drive beyond
your personal abilities or faster than conditions warrant. Please take a few moments to read
these pages. The labels should be considered permanent parts of the Kart. Before each drive,
you need to make sure you and your Kart are both ready to drive. To help get you prepared, this
section discusses how to evaluate your driving readiness, what items you should check on your
Kart, and adjustments to make for your comfort, convenience, or safety. Age Recommendation
It is strongly recommended that no one under the age of 16 be permitted to operate this Go-Kart
without adult supervision. WARNING Operating this kart on paved surfaces may seriously affect
handling and control of the kart, and may cause the vehicle to go out of control. In choosing a
proper speed, you need to consider the capability of your Kart, the terrain, visibility and other
operating conditions, plus your own skills and experience. Operation controls WARNING - Do
not attempt to start or operate the engine until completely familiar with the location and use of
each control necessary to operate this vehicle. The operator must know how to stop this
machine before starting and driving it. If not performed, serious damage to the vehicle or
personal injury may result. Check for Engine Oil Level. Check for leaks, add oil if required.
Check for Fuel Level. Check for leaks. FUEL Figure Passengers The vehicle allows for two
riders only. Combine maximum weight of driver and the passenger should not exceed kg or lbs.
Starting And Operating Instructions a. Before starting the engine, be sure that the driver is
seated properly in the Kart with the seat belt. Testing the Kart in an open space at the beginning
to learn how to start, turn and stop. This will insure proper lubrication of internal parts and
prevent costly repairs due to excessive wear. Tighten the air screw gently. Connect the
tachometer, adjust the throttle to limit the idle speed. The standard value is RPM. Turn the air
screw counter clockwise slowly and observe the RPM of the engine, stop adjusting as the RPM
reaches the top speed. Loosen Nut 1. Adjust Nut 2. Follow this procedure until chain is at
proper tension See Fig. Front Wheel Replacement Do not disassemble the castle nuts when you
replace the front wheels. It is only necessary to remove the 4 lug nuts to remove the wheel. See
Fig. Figure 12 B. Front Wheel Alignment a. To check for alignment, measure distance A and B
between the centerline CL of the wheels. Driving in unusually dusty areas, requires more
frequent servicing. Page 30 Fig. Page 33 FIG. Page Carburetor FIG. Page 52 Fig. Page 54 Fig.
Page Rear Swing Arm Assy. Upper FIG. UPPER 30 Page 60 FIG. Page 64 FIG. Page 66 FIG. Not
to be operated by person under 16 years old Wear a D. Page 69 Carter Brothers Mfg. Print page
1 Print document 69 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The cc GY6 ignition system is fairly easy to
troubleshoot in the case of malfunction. There are 4 major components that work together to
produce spark, if any of these are defective spark will be lost. What we will be doing here is
troubleshooting these ignition parts starting at the source, and working towards the spark plug.
To diagnose your ignition system, you will need to do each of the steps in this article, in
sequence. Before getting started, take a look at this diagram. Although there are many
differences in wiring between models, most GY6 ignition systems work the same as shown in
this illustration. A very common cause of no spark is a defective ignition or kill switch. Before
beginning to troubleshoot ignition problems, it is best to bypass the switches. Note the
wrapped ignition winding, and trigger module. Ignition Winding: Depending on your stator type,
you have either 6, 8, or 11 windings. Of these windings, one is dedicated to supplying the CDI
with ignition power. This winding is usually wrapped in white cloth material and sealed over
with clear epoxy. Trigger pickup: A simple type of crankshaft position sensor. Sends a signal to
the CDI to let it know when to send fire to the plug. This current is stored in a capacitor within
the CDI unit. When a signal is received by the trigger pickup passing over the flywheel magnet,
the CDI will discharge the stored energy into the wires leading to the ignition coil. The minimum
we have seen working is around 18vAC. Black is neutral, green is input from the CDI. The
function of the ignition coil is to multiply the voltage of the power supplied from the CDI, and to
send the multiplied power to the spark plug. Troubleshooting the Ignition Coil: Check for 0. The
best way to tell if the coil is bad is to perform steps the steps above. If there is still no spark, the

coil is likely bad. The plug is very rarely the cause of no spark on the GY6. If the plug is fouled
or cracked it may not spark. Ensure that the spark plug is gapped properly. Recommended
spark plug gap: 0. Please consider supporting this article and our efforts to provide the best
technical support to the GY6 community. We have all of these parts. Buggy Depot â€” Select
your vehicle. Thank you! This quad arrived at my shop blowing fuses as soon as battery hooked
up. Appreciate any help, way too many hours invested in this job. Thanks, Terry. Try taking a
look at the CDI power pin 6. We have replacement CDI pins and connectors if this ends up being
the cause. Leave the 4 wire in the connector. Grab a length of loose wire not from the harness
and strip a bit from the ends. Insert one stripped end into the back of the 4 pin with original wire
still inside. Wrap or connect the other end of the wire to a good grounding spot on the engine
bare metal. Got a hammerhead twister gt cc. Have no spark. Input from trigger module 2.
Ignition coil positive 3. Ground 4. Power supply from kill switch I have nothing coming from
stator. The fuse blowing problem is most likely related to the regulator rectifier and also likely a
separate issue from what is preventing spark. What resistance are you seeing between the the
red wire and the others yellow, then white, then black? Hola Terry. Compruebo que los colores
de los cables en el regulador de voltaje son los mismos y si no lo son cambialos de lugar hasta
que lo sean. I have a yerf dog spiderbox no fire to spark plug. I have fire on the wires that hook
to the ignition. Put on new ignition coil. Buggy cranked up. Then would not crank again.
Checked no fire to spark plug but has fire on wires going to coil. Is something causing coil to go
bad. I can gather a lot of hard work has gone in to it. I am pulling my hair out with a no spark
problem. I have replaced the CDI with the better one and motor ran ok for about 4 starts. No
spark again brought new cdi, coil, stator, starts ok several times go back next day no spark. All
good at this point, connect the coil no spark and no voltage to coil. Re checked the wiring which
had not been altered from when it did run to find the earth wire was on pin 3 instead of pin 4 so
change this. Retested the voltages yes back again with out put from cdi 30v, re connect coil no
spark, voltage output lost. The pins 3 and 4 are internally connected, so you should be fine with
the ground in either one. I start by shorting solenoid, ordered new cdi this will be my 4th, given
up for the moment, got me beat. Back with a fresh approach today, the Gods are with me. I
disconnected the regulator tested all voltages yes there back. Found the problem. Makes sense
now as testing with a digital voltmeter little to no current is drawn but soon as I connected the
coil and drew current the lead would go open circuit and stay that way until next day when all
cooled and probably one hair wire made contact. Cut back the wire, new connectors all wiring re
connected runs like a beauty. We have replaced the cdi, stator, pick up, coil, And replaced ALL
the pin connectors. I get correct ac voltage at cdi power, trigger wire, and cdi output. But when I
hook up the coil there is no longer Any output from cdi, and no spark. Replaced the cool twice,
still same problem Replaced cdi with 2nd new one, still same Output ac voltage from cdi to coil
peaks at 50 Then drops down. Is it supposed to maintain voltage? Why no spark???
Ahhhhhhhh Everything is working according to your flow chart, thank you btw , Except no
spark. Replaced coil. Still, nada. Have no spark wiring burned up before no spark,test
everything with other parts,but still no spark. What could be wrong with it? How can I obtain a
book for parts? Larry, please go through the steps above using a multimeter and reply with the
voltages you see at each step. That will give me the information I need to be able to help. For a
complete catalog of parts, see our webstore. Is there a schematic available for the model I
have? I also need the expected output voltages for this unit. Thanks, J. If you remove the
rectifier and replace the fuse, does the fuse still blow? When does the fuse blow? Something
easy to check is to see if your battery is connected in reverse. If this is the case, there will be no
permanent damage. Correct the leads and replace the fuse and you should be good to go. Hi I
have a no spark on my crossfire r so I did your guide on trouble shooting online. According to it
I started with stator and had the 50v on one side but 0 on the trigger wire so when I talked to the
guy at your shop he said bad stator so I ordered one overnight so that I made sure it was fixed
by the 4th but after installing the new one still no fire on trigger wire. I have double checked the
switch and the kill switch.. Bill, are you using a digital multimeter to test your stator, or is it an
analog type with needle? I ask because if you are using an analog type, the very small amount
of voltage from the trigger wire may not be noticeable. The stator test might appear to be
reading 0v, but in reality the trigger module could be fine. The reason this is the case is because
the trigger wire sends a burst of voltage once per RPM that is only 10ms in duration 10
one-thousandths of a second. Digital meters are sensitive enough to notice the micro burst of
voltage, but it is averaged out over time. So you end up with a reading of around 0. Make sure
that pin 5 on the CDI is not grounded. This is the kill pin. Pin 5 should not read any resistance to
ground using an ohm meter. I have a cc diamo trace. No spark I replace the coil cdi and stator
with no difference. The numbers I have using the pin diagram are 6 6,0v, 5 6. Now I am getting 6
16v, 5 16v, 2 0. Gerald, Your two problem areas seem to be pins 1 and 6. From your numbers, it

appears that your original stator was bad. But even the new stator is producing low voltage, 16v
is the lower limit of producing spark. Is your battery fully charged? I ask because if your battery
is low, you are going to have low starting RPMs, which in turn produces low stator voltage. Try
charging your battery overnight on a trickle charger 1 to 1. Use your multimeter to take a
reading directly from this wire, stator side. Reply here with your new readings. Are you talking
about pins on the CDI or what? I have a Hammerhead Gts When I apply the brakes so I can start
it, it will act like it loses all its charge and the push button start and the digital dash will lose its
lights like its dead but when I let off the break the lights will light back up on the start button
and dash. It sounds as if you have a short in the wiring harness. The switch is fine. Are you
familiar with how to use a multimeter? If not, let me know. If so, see below:. Check which post
and wire of your brake switch has constant 12v with the key ON, this is your power lead. Set
your multimeter to read resistance ohms. Check the marked lead for resistance to ground. The
valve cover is best. Hey allâ€¦ Travis told me to post my results here. Stator seems to test fine.
Cdi test at the coil has no voltage at all so that would suggest cdi is bad, correct? Also, I get no
power on my ignition switch. No headlights, brake lights or anything. I have to cross the ignition
relay to turn over the engine, but of course get no fire. Could my ignition switch be bad? Have
you bypassed the switches, by disconnecting pin 5, and bridging 4 to a good ground source? If
so, I agree that it sounds like the CDI is bad. Thanks for the confirmation. Yes, I bypassed the
switches and grounded pin 5. What about the ignition switch key not working? Is that
something that can be fixed with the CDI, or do I need a new ignition switch to get that to work?
Thanks Chris. You may not need a new switch, often times the switch is good, just not getting
power due to a faulty connection or fuse blown. Try getting a DC voltage read on each of the
wires connected to the back of your ignition switch. Let me know what you get, that info should
reveal if the switch is bad or not. Jumping the start relay only spinning the starter, but you also
need voltage to other circuits for it to run. An Electric diagram would help finding a blown fuse. I
have a coolsport , Im getting fire all the way out the spark plug wire but cant get any spark out
of the plug. But I may be able to be of some help. Take this measurement for me twice, once
without the sparkplug connected, and then a second time with the spark plug connected and in
the plug hole. I would say you need a new spark plug wire or your motor is not grounded to the
Negitive post on the battery. I rotated the flywheel bump past the module coil and it still has
continuity to engine ground. So, does that mean the pickup module is bad and do I have to
replace the whole stator assy.? Continuity is normal through the pickup module. The tab is the
ground side of the module. Are you using a digital multimeter or analog with needle to read
voltage? I am using a digital multimeter. New stator, cdi,coil,regulator. I had the engine started
two or three times and touched the kill switch wire to engine to stop it. However the last time I
did this I inadvertently touched the wire to the frame to kill the engine. Any ideas on this? Thank
you for your help. The 0v on the trigger wire does seem to be the problem though. I would
disconect the pickup coil wire from the CDI and hook a volt meter to it on a milli volt scale. Turn
the motor over and see if you get any pulsing voltage around. If you do I would try a new CDI.
Hammerhead twister Starts right up but blows main fuse after about seconds of run time. Buggy
continues to run once fuse is blown, but lights etcâ€¦ no longer work. Questions: 1. If you just
turn the key to the RUN position without starting , does the same 30 â€” 60 second fuse blow
happen? What model number and year if you know is your Twister Hammerhead? Yes, if I just
turn the key to the on position without starting, it will blow the fuse in seconds. I followed your
troble shoot guide for the no spark problem. Oh I have a Baja with a Howhit motor. Next I ran the
test with 5 wire off and 4 for the stator readings are blue yellow wire. Pluged the 5 wire in for the
CDI frist reading 1. Coil test. Buggy starts and idles fine. However, above idle, it misses and
makes no power. Main clueâ€” Buggy had been running fine and then this problem occured all
of a suddenâ€”kids had to push the buggy back to the garage. Not a fuel or carb issueâ€”took it
apart and was whistle cleanâ€”sprayed jets out with cleaner anyway. Fresh gas. Hi, I just
brought home a GY6 powered scooter velocity mp with an ignition problem no spark. They
replaced the pick up, the coil and the cdi unit. I performed the tests as you outlined. The stator
ignition coil puts out about 70 VAC. The pickup puts out 2. Those sound good. The coil reading
was. That sounds bad. One other thing, the first time that I tested the stator ignition coil, it was
still connected to the cdi unit, and the VAC reading was much lower, is that normal? Fox helix
cc I have put a new stator ,coil, and cdi now it is blowing fuses as soon as you turn key on. Any
recommendations? I have a tank urban racer de gy6 I notice the stator is bad. They cut the coil
wire from the wiring harness that go to the cdi, and ran them straight to the cdi. Can you help
thank. Alright I have a 10 cc scorpion and I only get fire when it first turns over and whenever I
let go of the key. The switch passes upwards of vAC, so the internal connections become arced
over time of cycling on and off. When this happens, it prevents spark. When you go to change
positions with the key, you pass over clean part of the connection inside and for a moment it

allows spark. Check for continuity along your ignition switch to confirm this. I have replaced the
CDI on this unit 3 times. Originally I was told I had a bad ground in the system. Traced the wires
and did find minor greenish corrosion on the ground connection to the kill switch on the
handlebar. I cleaned this off, used dielectric grease and reconnected. I just found this
troubleshooting guide and will go through it step by step this weekend. Stator checksâ€¦ CDI
power appears to be okay. No reading on trigger. When i opened up the case, despite the seal,
the timing chain showed signs of corrosion. If I replace the CDI it runs for about minutes. Hi
Marsharo, The charging and ignition systems are separate, although I have seen some cases of
a bad rectifier inexplicably preventing spark. To eliminate this as a possibility, disconnect the
rectifier. Weak trigger has been shown to cause a heat buildup inside of the CDI. Usually leaves
a pea-sized bump mark in the back of the CDI casing where the internal capacitor is located.
Thanks for the reply. I have tried multiple wires in the bundle but no luck. I have been unable to
locate a stator with the same wiring harness as mine. I have attached a picture. Try contacting
the seller of your engine to see which type of stator came with that engine, hopefully they will
be able to tell you. The ignition system should all plug in for your scooter without having to
modify anything. Plug in the stator, CDI, ignition coil, solenoid, and starter switch and you
should be able to start the engine. I have a Subaru Robins engine that runs great and I got the
same output when I tested it. So assumed this is at least enough to get spark, if not run lights..
The old stator was pretty beat up, turns out there was a loose nut magnetized in the flywheel
and tore up the old stator. The new one is a 6 pole setup just like the previous. Too small?
Obviously the 6 pole worked originally before I bought it but then was damaged before I got it. I
have nothing hooked up besides the CDI and coil. I then checked the CDI to ignition coil
positive and get nothing at all. Same both. Pulling my hair out. Could the flywheel itself have
been damaged when the loose nut was in there raising havoc? I have a crossfire that had no
spark replaced the coil cdi and starter relay with no luck , finally found it was the master brake
sending unit not working. Having problems with brakes so am waiting to replace brake caliber
when it becomes available. Also taken the bowl off the carburetor and cleaned the jets out.
William, have you taken a look at your intake inlet? Usually when the engine will start but only
stays running with manipulation of the throttle, the problem is due to an intake leak. Try
checking the inlet boot for any cracks or dry rot. Have a hammerhead With cdi plugged up I get
no lights horn anything. If I jump it to bypass switches it will crank with key. Also tried cdi
plugged up and kill switch jumped, no luck. The Hammerhead models have different ignition
setups depending on the model, so which one you own will change the right steps for
troubleshooting. Do you know which Hammerhead cc model do you have? If not, I can help
identify it. Thanks Bobby. Which transmission do you have on your GTS? I plan on getting a
multi meter this weekend. So any real voltage tests will have to wait until then. Disconnected the
kill switch t the CDI. Replaced the coil and the spark plug and still no fire. Am I missing
something? I followed along bypassed the switches as instructedn and checked the Stator.
When cranking the AC volts are between 3 and I believe it did jump to 23 once or so but mostly
around 3 to 13 vac. I have a talon gx. I have replaced the cdi, coil, plug, stator and still no spark.
I have omh all the wires to make sure no shorts. I omh the stator, getting the correct readings. I
do however did not get any readings from the cdi box to the coil. I do not understand why this is
happening. I have the park brake set. I have had someone holding the foot brake. I checked my
wires from the stator I have 69 volts ac. I move on to step 2 checking CDI but have no voltage at
ignition coil. So this means CDI is bad right? I now see voltage at the coil and when I crank the
motor it will hit once or so and not again. It seems to hit right when I push the start button.
While cranking once or twice it almost started. I get backfire once in a while. In my mind, from
limited experience with other engines, this seems to be a timing issue however I am not sure
since the CDI is the brains. I went back and took the flywheel off again and verified I had
installed things correctly and checked all the voltages again and they looked good. Around VAC
at coil. Trigger voltage is 0. Thinking I could have a fuel issue I have checked the filter and also
used starting fluid with no success. So, could I have a bad CDI? Should I clean the carb? Is
there other electrical parts to check? In nearly every case of a bad ignition part, spark is just
gone or intermittent but still in time. Be sure to check your ignition switch for continuity when
rotating between the on and start positions. I wonder if my wiring is not typical and I somehow
damaged the new CDI. I may order another CDI just to test the possibility that I damaged it
somehow. Thanks for the info. After I supplied a new ground to the cdi, I got spark. I still dont
know why? I only get a reading when the engine makes the first turn or if I just bump the starter.
Any ideas or new stator time? Robert: have a scoot coupe trike, kymco gy6 w 20cc big bore kit,
less than mi. Hi there I bought a shineray sam cc quad,the problem we have is there is no
spark,we took the bike to johnway they told us it was the wiring harnas they did put in a second
hand one,then sudenly they said its the pick up on the magnetic coil!! Try checking for voltage

coming from your trigger pickup, stator voltage, voltage at coil primaries, etc. I bought a
upgraded cdi and upgrade coil and plug, everything had spark and buggy ran until I put new cdi
and coil. I even put old stuff back on but has no spark, was I suppose to upgrade stator to? I
need help plaease. I have a tumberlin crossfire I get 53 vac out of the stator and 43 vac to the
wires to the coil but once I plug in the coil I get only. I have checked all the wires to to the cdi
and from the stator and I see no breaks or frays causing an open or a gnd. Any help would be
greatly appreciated. Thank ypu. I had a similar problem on my Baja Dune I even replaced all the
electrical parts hoping for some luckâ€¦No Luck. I know they mentioned the kill switch and mine
was fine. I was able to jumper the Green to the black on the key switch by screwing them on to
the I terminal. This will always be hot and you can only turn off engine using the kill rocker
switch. I am so exited, this has plaque me for a while. You can trouble shoot the key switch with
a multi meter. Good luck I hope this also solve someone else s problem. Also I want to thanks
buggy depot and the forum to help me and other trouble shot our cartsâ€¦. I am very
uneducated when it comes to motors. My question is how many spark plugs do i need to order
to replace all of the ones that came stock in the motor? Thank you. I just got a mpb scooter.
Idles for a few seconds and dies. Changed fuel lines and back lines with new gas. When it
cranks for few sec,the kill switch will kill it. Know Carb may need rebuilt or replaced. Just the
start or any ideals on what to do. Never have had or worked on one. The scooter has 14 miles
on it and crashed. My name is Randy and I need help. Was all working fine when I got it then the
starter clutch destroyed itself. Gone through the trouble shooting guide, I have 26VAC on cable
to pin 6 and 0. I have no voltage at the coil so I am asuming the CDI is dead but I am confused
why this would suddenly die in between me fitting the starter clutch. Again I guess this points to
the CDI. Are they a common failure? A friend got a Diamo Velocity that refuses to fire. We are
tearing into it trying to locate the problem. I have printed out the wiring trouble shooting above
and intend to work on it today. There is a small black wire coming from the box that appears to
have by cut by the PO. Can you tell me what this box is and will it keep the scooter from firing? I
have a cc motor that I have successfully swapped into a 50cc chassis. When I got the engine I
floor tested it and I had to replace the pick up. Then it ran , after the swap I rode it a few times. I
rode up in to the garage and shut it down. The next time I went to it the battery seemed dead
new battery. So I charged it up. Then no spark. Anyway No Spark. I have good voltages all the
way to the coil with the coil unplugged. As soon as I plug the coil in its all lost. Whats up with
that? CDI not producing under load? Or a BS short somewhere? Ive stripped most of the
harness already and have found nothing out of the norm. Then it just stops sparking. Already
swapped the cdi unit and the coil. Can you help me please? I know this is a buggy site sorry but
its a good gy6 site. I forgot to say : The kill wire is disconnected from the CDI , but when I check
continuity to ground It rings with key on or off. BTW before the swap it ran fine. Starter is New.
Fuel is entering the carb. Lines are New. Stator replaced and spins. Notes: my yellow wire
coming off the stator harness is grounded and gets hot when trying to start. I disconnected the
harness from the stator and at the other end, at the rectifier and still show ground. Hi, Great
site! The starter clutch wore out an I replaced it, now no spark. I have. Kill at ignition switch has
been bypassed. The 5 is empty. The kill for the engine is by grounding 1 at ignition switch.
Below is the vehicle information. Can the stator be installed deg out upside down cause this?
But why it would matter is you are correct it generates voltage either way but if you could put it
degrees off the piston and valves would not be TDC when it should be and the exhaust intake
valves would be out of time as well with the firing. The stator does not have a key way. The
starter clutch and flywheel do though. Did you gets your to spark yet? I think I may have put my
stator on upside down. I have a cg cc engine I am installing in a home built buggy. I wired every
ting and had no spark. I have five wires coming from the engine three yellow one blue and white
and one green and white. The blue and white I assume is the trigger wire and it has 0. I assume
has less then one volt ac. The three yellow have only 2vac coming from them. This is a brand
new out of the crate engine. Did I get an engine with a bad unit? Is there any other test I can
perform to pin point the problem? Any information would be grateful. Thank you for your time
and have a great day. Leo St. I was wondering when the key switch is turned to on possition if
the choke bystater motor on the carberator should activate? I get spark but it is snap, snap,
pause, snap, snap pause. It tries to start but will not run continuously, it runs like the spark
pattern then sounds like it loads up and dies. The pick-up sensor shows good voltage. Has
anyone seen this problem? Any suggestions? I have a tomberlin crossfire cc gy6 clone. I have
ac voltage going to coil until I connect the wire to the coil. My green wire coming from my key
switch ignition ohms out to ground. I have no fire to spark plug. I have changed CDI stator and
coil any ideas would be extremely helpful. Okay I am pulling my hair out now. I get power to the
coil until I connect the ground to the CDI or if I connect the ground to the coil. Any help??? I
have replaced everything and did the steps offered still no go. I ran grounds from the battery to

the frame and motor using nice heavy wire. Solved my ground issue. So make sure the kill
switch, key switch, and possibly the brake switch are either out of the circuit, or properly
connected and positioned for starting. I put the coil ground to the engine frame. Ok so I bought
a used hammerhead twister was told it had a new motor and computer. I have the ground from
the battery going to the frame and the engine with new wire and connectors and cleaned
contact locations. Verified with ohm meter ,01 ohm for ground contacts. Question does the
Voltage regulator have to be connected? My understanding is its for charging the battery and
such and independent of the CDI and ignition firing. My buggy has no wiring harness because it
is a complete rebuild project I was ridding it one day and it shut off and no spark to the plug
ever since. So where did I go wrong either now or before? I totally agree with your wiring
diagram! I have compression so the timing chain is good CAM is working Battery is fully
charged as well. I have a diamo torino I have replaced the stator, cdi, startor motor and coil. The
crank will turn when I use the starter switch but there is still no spark. Any ideas on what I could
be missing? Do you have a suggestions? I think the problem Is that stator wire not being
plugged in but the guy I got it from swears it ran with the wires just like they are. Hey Dan, I
eventually figured out the problem was a bad stator, I changed the stator and left the wires how
they was and got spark. Good luck on yours! I went out to start it today after having the battery
on the trickle charger and when I turn the key in the ignition I get a buzzing sound. The buzzing
comes from what I believe is the starting relay. Any ideas? I am working on a SunL GY6 cc dune
buggy. Stator is putting out 17 VAC Trigger is putting out 0. I have the old cdi and a new one. I
am getting no power from either. I grounded number 4 pin and cut wire on number 5 pin. I got
this buggy as it sits. It was supposed to run. One is brand new and other came on Buggy. I have
a yerf dog go kart with a gy6 cc engine. No spark. Stator has 60v at supply wire,. When cdi out
and ground are connected to coil, output from cdi drops to 1. Everything is disconnected except
for the ignition system wires. Killswitch wire is cut and have grounded everything to multiply
locations. Need help! Im lost. Could this possibly be the CDI box? Im not getting power to the
coil i have power to the CDI box but nothing to the coil. I have a hammerhead gt with new coil,
cdi,and when it cranks the coil fires briefly then quits sparking unless i wiggle key back and
forth and starts sparking a little again. I have a carter talon cc and I have replaced the cdi
,coil,stator and I overall get no spark. One really odd thing I see that seems like a problem is
that the performance cdi I bought has a light on it and when the key is in the off position it lights
up and when it is in the on or cranking position the light goes off. So I did a voltage test to see
what is lighting it up my green wire going into the cdi has 12 volts with the key off but when you
crank the engine or turn the key to the on position there is no voltage at this green wire. I did a
continuity beep test at this green wire in the on and crank position It has continuity to ground.
Is it just me or should this wire not have 12 volts going to it while the key is off. I would think it
would just always be grounded. I have a tank urban touring de. It has less than miles on it. I got
it they lost the key and the alarm box is missing. I followed the test procedures in your post. I
discovered the plug wire is broken at the boot and is extremely loose but i rigged it in tight and
it still cuts at high speedsâ€¦also my brake light looks to be continuously onâ€¦. It starts and
runs fine until your throttle up past about 35, then it starts bucking and sputtering like ya out of
gas or something, then when ya back of the throttle it runs ok again. I have a cc gy6 engine
dune buggy. Can you help me? Thank you for the ignition troubleshooting guide. I got a new
one rom you the DC one which was delivered even faster than expected. Happy wife, happy life!
My gy6 does not spark while cranking, but just as I let off the key it fires. It is getting worse, any
ideas? Replaced coil, cdi and stator. And I Removed My Kickstart. I would say no if the wiring is
the same as above. Why would I keep having this problem? David, I need a bit more information
in order to be helpful. I have some symptoms similar to most of the enquiry above. I need to get
some more info but the starter relay chatters as well. Is this a symptom of other issues?? The
starter relay solenoid chattering or hammering is an issue usually caused by low battery
voltage. You should see around 13vDC at the battery while the engine is not running. Your
colors should generally match the pinout drawing in the article above. I have a kasea engine go
kart I bought. Turns over great has great spark and compression. Any ideas??? Please and
thank you. If the problem persists, let us know. Not running, the CDI box light stays on.. Is there
a way to shut it off with the key? Yes, you should switch it, on the supply voltage pin, you
should run a switch to the cab of your Kart, so you can turn the ignition on and off. Forget the
kill switch, just cut power to the CDI. If you look at the pinout above, it is pin 6. I removed pin 5
kill switch wire from the CDI box connector. Still no spark. Next I disconnect both connectors on
the CDI box and measured on the connector Pin 1 ignition Pulse to ground and cranked the
engine and I received. Based on that information I thought the stator and pick up sensor were
OK I re-connected the CDI box and measured the voltage to the coil and received 0 volts. I then
added a additional ground wire from the frame to pin 3 still no voltage to the coil. I thought the

CDI box was bad so I replaced it and the coil but had the same problem. Ant suggestions? Have
you adjusted your valves lately? Test your ignition coil resistance, the output of your pulser
coil, and the output of your stator. Refer to the article above. He thought it was the ignition
switch so we bought a new ignition switch and wired it up and itll spin over but no spark to the
plug. Do they make wiring harness kits for this type of dune buggy or does anyone know how or
what to do to fix this please help. Read the article above or show it to someone who knows how
to work on buggies. They do make harness kits. It could be the wiring, or it could be the ignition
coil, or CDI. If the stator came with the pulser coil. I have a Chinese gy6 cc scooter. No Spark.
Stator Test. Stator output. Your stator output at Normal voltage from the stator is normally
anywhere between 60v â€” v. Starts right up and idles great. Revs slightly but as soon as rpms
get past about it dies. If you just tap the start button as its dying it energizes the ignition and it
fires again but then continues to die. If you keep tapping the start button you can get it to rev
high. What should the voltage coming from the CDI to the coil be? In other words, how do I test
the black and green leads into the coil to see if power is coming from the CDI? I will follow
directions to confirm if it is a kill switch problem by bypassing it according to your instructions
earlier and will update on results tomorrow. Working on a GX Go Cart. Any thoughts or
comments would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance. Hi I recently acquired a crossfire r
GY6. It will not start. Turns over but no fire. It sparked a couple times but not continuous. I
ordered the electric tune up kit. I know the battery is shot. Do the older ones have a switch?
Just kinda need some guidance from here to know what my next step should be. Without just
throwing parts at it. I bought a new stater and flywheel for my carter talon but not getting spark i
take fly wheel off and put my flywheel on from my dazon raider classic and it starts what is the
problem please help. Use the guide above to gather your voltage readings at each step.
Question my positive wire on starter is grounded, I can take ignition switch from key and touch
it to the frame and motor turns over. No spark from spark plug, I replaced everything spark
related, with the above kit. Help please. Followed the steps above including bypassing switches
and got these results:. Replaced so far: CDI two times , coil, spark plug, trigger. Swapped back
in old parts, still no change. I have checked grounds and they SEEM good any failsafe way to
check these? Started jumping solenoid terminals to get it running. Ordered new solenoid and
tune up kit. Replaced all. Worked for a few starts. Then stopped firing. Performed tests noted
here and have gotten mix of results. I did order a new harness and stator which I have not
installed yet because there are definitely some loose items in the harnessâ€”I jiggled the loom
around and the push button start is working again, for example. Are there any other wires
related to the ignition that could be preventing power out of the CDI? Or is there something else
going on hereâ€¦? Tim, your voltages going into the CDI are healthy. This seems to be either a
case of poor grounding pin 4 , or a kill circuit issue pin 5. Use your multimeter to make sure that
you have electrical continuity between pin 4 of the CDI, to any unpainted metal part of the
engine. That will resolve any grounding issues. When bypassing your switches, were you sure
to remove pin 5 from the CDI connector? It needs to be disconnected altogether. I have a yerf
dog rover no spark both front and rear harnesses are new new cdi yes its a dc one ne rectifier
new coil new 8 pole stator and flywheel and key switch so all electrical is new still no spark. I
just would like to thank you guys for this article it simplifies the entire ignition system. A great
how to for a quick look up. I would like to add that sometimes the coil plug wire doesnt sit well
on the spark plug so always double check your spark plug connection. Your email address will
not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email.
Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure
JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in your browser. Getting started: How it all works The cc GY6 ignition system
is fairly easy to troubleshoot in the case of malfunction. Major Ignition Components Stator 6th
winding and trigger pickup module CDI unit Ignition coil Spark plug To diagnose your ignition
system, you will need to do each of the steps in this article, in sequence. Basic GY6 Diagram
Before getting started, take a look at this diagram. How to bypass your switches Create a
jumper wire from pin 4 directly to a good grounding spot on the engine. This can be done with a
sharp narrow tool like an ice pick or stiff paper clip. Looking from the front of the plug, you will
see small metal tabs on each pin which secure them to the plug. Push the tab down and the pin
will release. Check for proper plug gap! Buggy Depot. Peter Hay. Larry Rodeheaver. James
Roden. Bob Hill. Fuse blows. Replaced rectifier. How do you check for shorts? I need a bit more
information to be able to help. Now about the 0v on pin 1, that will prevent your spark for sure. I
recommend this: 1. James McQuiniff. If so, see below: 1. Turn your key to the on position. Chris
Laymon. Yes, I did that. What is your voltage at the coil primary the hookup leads on the coil
while cranking? George Fitzgerald. Thanks a bunch for your help and comments. It is
appreciated. Sounds like you hit the nail on the head. I also think it is a shorted Regulator. Good

luck. Gary Simpson. Hi Folks, I have a variation of this problem. Robert kint. Please respond!
This entire problem began 15 minutes after my son washed his ATV. Which wires are left over?
If you could upload pictures of your progress that would help. William Humble. Thank you for
the troublshooting guide. What is the right Stator? I have a GY6 clone the Super-Bee. Dustin
Wheeler. Hello again. I am needing advice on what to do next. Okay thanks.. As for taking the
carb off well that looks scary. I suppose I should get over that. Thanks John. Robert, that is your
trigger pickup wire. It goes to your 1 pin on the CDI. Brian cockrell. Also the coil has been
replaced as well as the spark plug. Robert Kosaski. Timmy Matin. I have a mdi cyclone it runs
with key on crank let go and shuts off. Kenneth Abraham Lakale. This is a good site where
people get help and help others. Share ideas. Very good. Kenneth Engaland PNG. Chris Hodges.
Dennis Booker. JP Morgan. Casey McRae. Ron Matthews. Kim Sweet. William Klein. Evans I
have a yerf dog spiderbox no fire to spark plug. These are the list of my problems of my GY6 1.
Big bill. Santiago Aguirre. Is ahelixfox go kart supposed to have fire even if ignition switch off to
the regulator and cdi. David rice. Shaun Welsh. Arthur Mccormick. Frankie Ray. Trigger output
of 0. Charles Breese. Travis Buggy Depot. Cody Brewer. Desperate to get this running for my
kids please help! T Thx! Rod Bobby. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. We frequently receive questions about how the auto-choke and its operating needle
work. If this article is helpful, consider us for your parts: Buggy Depot â€” Select your vehicle.
Instead, it sends extra fuel through the carburetor. This is called an enrichment circuit. If this
resister goes bad, the choke will likely become damaged shortly thereafter. This circuit is
controlled by the charging system. When the engine is turned on and voltage is applied to the
choke, the needle extends and eventually plugs the enrichment ports within the carburetor. This
happens within a couple of minutes as the engine warms up. How do I remove the choke on the
Looks like you just pull it off. Thanks, Don. There is a golden-colored clip holding the choke in
place. My buggy starts fine and runs fine at idle, but boggs down and will eventually die under
any heavy throttle or load. I can do about 10 mph on flat concrete. I cleaned the carbuerator and
it still does the same thing. I even unplugged the auto-choke and it still did the same thing. Any
thoughts? I already ordered a new resistor so once that gets here I will see if it fixes it. I am
having the exact same problem. Fires right up but when i throttle up it doesnt. Let me know if
the new resister fixed it. I installed the new resistor and it still does the same thing. I realized I
have a bigger electrical problem. When I hooked up the rear tail light, the light would light up
really bright and within a few minutes it blew. This happened to three different bulbs. Anybody
have any ideas? I installed a new voltage regulator hoping that was the issue. Woz â€” I have
the identical situation as you â€” with Christmas only 7 days away now! I have taken it out of
the tank and cleaned it and blew it out with compressed air and seem to correct my issue.
Thanks to BD for allowing all of us to help each other trouble shoot and buy the right parts.
Sounds like yall need to clean carb. Drain the fuel too, if there was any old in there. Change the
filters as well. Idling good and bogs down under throttle, means not enough fuel. I would try the
fuel filter first and go from there. Also check your vacuum lines for the fuel pump. If they are
cracked, might be keeping the pump from working optimally. I have the same problem, been
broke for two years. Runs and stalls. Brand new card, plug, hoses, filter, petcok, gas cap. Thing
is driving me nuts. I have a cc crossfire and was having the same problem. It would start fine,
idles normal, and drive off as it shouldâ€¦ but under full throttle it would bog down and act like it
was flooding. After all of that the buggy still bogged down exactly the same as before. Full
power and not bogging down at all. As soon as I put the air box back on it bogs down again.
The problem must me in the vacuum lines but I cant seem to figure it out. I have the opposite
issue. We live in a colder climate and I can never get the cart to start without a dose of ether. I
have replaced the carb and choke, installed the higher performance CDI set, replaced the spark
plug and use premium gasoline in the cart. I also have the UNI intact filter. Once the cart is
running, it works great, good power, good top end speed and idels smooth. It is just very hard
to start. Any suggestions? Hey Allâ€¦. I read all these comments and was having the same exact
problemâ€¦ Started and idled fine, but missed and bogged down under full throttle. I took the
carb off and cleaned itâ€¦ Main jets were gross with a greenish filmâ€¦. Put it back together and
still same problem. I tried the no air filter suggestion, and it workedâ€¦. I knew then I either had a
severe air restriction, or an over fueling problem. I took a small screwdriver and actually bent
the tab downward so as to seat the valve quicker. This changed the overall position of the float
within the bowl, to allow less gas in the bowl. I put it back in, and reinstalled all the air
components, and it runs fantastic! Actually had to limit the throttle screw for the kids now!
Thank you all for the advice and suggestions, I hope this is helpful to someone!! I have a cc
Zircon and runs drives great but at night when you turn on headlights it always seems to drain
the battery you never notice it till you get home wash it off and try to restart it its brand new
battery because i changed last one because i thought it was the battery turned out not to be and

suggestions on what to check would be great.. I took my auto choke of and tested it. I did rings
and so on but bike stuggles to start run the batery flat. Looks like its not getting feul to the
piston. Sometimes it does and a lot and sometime nothing. I have a Baja Dune Having an issue
with idle and rough start-up. I have to spray carb to get it cranked. As soon as I come to a stop
and let off throttle it stalls out. Any ideas? After I added the items below she runs like a
monster! I bought a non-running go kart to help me learn more about engines. Have bought a
new spark plug, CDI, ignition coil, and magneto and a new carburetor. The gas tank is clean with
fresh gas but when I try to start it the motor will spin but nothing else happens.. I recently
bought non running Hammerhead 80cc buggy. Problem was no spark. Fitted new CDI unit, coil,
spark plug, still no joy. Problem solved, goes like a train. Just bought a cc yerf dune buggy. For
my sons birthday, ran good when cold, when it warmed up it tended to bog and die. Maybe a bit
late but the ground cable goes to the frame or engine bolt, the positive goes to the right side of
the solenoid. I have an FX talon. Carb is super clean and starts and idles but when you step on
the throttle it immediately dies? When I first tried to run the engine it worked and took the gas
fine after I put it back on after cleaning it is acting up. When I first started working on it, the air
filter was full of gas, now no problem there. I have a Helix cc buggy.. Just bought a cc buggy for
my kids, guy said it was a hammerhead, but motor says kinroad. Not really sure what I got. Was
pretty cheap and ran good for the first day or so but now when they give it gas it boggs out and
stalls. Took air box off n vacumm lines,ran great but had to put vacumm lines back on cause
without vacuum lines the gas ran out in carburetor bowl. Have to figure out tomorrow what to
do about air filter so dirt dont get in. I had same problem as brandon. I have a carbide cc go
kart. It fires up ok and idles ok. If you shake it, it stalls out. If you are giving it throttle it will not
stall. Thank you for any help. And I feel like the throttle almost does nothing. Based on your
description, the most likely causes of your power loss is the broken muffler, and potential
vacuum leaks in the intake tract. Check your intake manifold for cracks or dry-rot. The intake
manifold is brand new and all vacuum lines. The air filter I have not changed. Still scratching my
head on this one for now? Be sure not to actually ride it with the filter off; It may be obvious, so
forgive me for saying. I recommend against tweaking settings on the carburetor, if anything
simply clean it out using our guide and leave the float settings as they are. Exhaust leaks are a
common source of power loss and headache. A faulty exhaust gasket will cause loss of power,
hesitation, etc. My Baja dune keeps popping the fuse short somewere any suggestions. Would a
bad component cause this? Resistor, CDI, I am lost anyone have the elec. Hi, I have a cc twister
think gy6 motor. I bought a couple weeks ago. Runs ok and has lots of power. After warm up it
acts like it wants to die and sometimes it does but I can always start it right back up by giving it
a pump on the gas. Usually one good pop or two. I have cleaned the carb made sure all
connections are good checked fuel filter and lines made sure auto choke is good and resistor. I
can get it to idle fine by adjusting carb and throttle. But like I said slam on the gas and let it go
and I get that backfireâ€¦ Any suggestions? Y
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our email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments,
please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for
instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. The magic Choke Resistor. Which
Yerf Dog Spindles do I have? Buggy Depot. Batha Nyathi. Joshua Mckie. How do you install the
resistor? What wires go to resistor? Travis Buggy Depot. Robert Kosaski. Hello and how are
you all I have a Helix cc -can the auto choke be by passed. Jody Johnson. For the mean time it
runs great without all that hooked up. Any suggestions would be great! Hi was just wondering
did you find out the problem as i think i may have the same problem. Justin Slusser. Nevada
Scooter Authority. Sounds like the fuel bowl is at the lower limit try raising you floats up a half
turn. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

